
I am going to the Rosamond Gifford Zoo for 
Zoo Boo! That means the zoo is celebrating 
Halloween!



To get into the zoo, I first walk into the main 
entrance, then I get my ticket to enter. I may have 
to wait in line. I can practice having a calm body. I 
am so proud of myself when I am patient! 



I will see many children and adults at the zoo. 
Some will be wearing Halloween costumes, some 
will not. Everyone has a choice to wear a 
costume. It is fun to make choices!



There are Trick-or-Treat stations at Zoo Boo. 
When I stop at the stations with my treat 
bucket or bag, I can use my talker, hand 
speak or words to say “Trick-or-Treat”! 
Halloween is so fun!



I can have my picture taken at the zoo. Maybe on 
the big make-believe tiger or posing as penguins. 
I may have to wait my turn to get my picture 
taken. It is kind to wait my turn. Being kind is the 
best!



Children, music, and animal noises are some 
of the sounds I will hear at the zoo. If it is too 
loud I can put on my headphones or go to a 
quiet place. It is important to let my adult 
know that it is too loud for me. 



Animals, people, food, and the outdoors are 
some of the smells I will smell at the zoo. If it is 
too smelly, I can eat a piece of candy, be sure my 
mask is over my nose, or smell something special.



Zoo Boo is during the daytime. If the sun or 
lights are too bright, I can put on sunglasses 
or a hat. Also, I can go to a shady spot. It is 
important to feel good and comfortable 
during my time at the zoo.



If I feel very wiggly or worried I can ask for a 
squeeze, take a break or go to a quiet place. 
Feeling calm is important and good for me!



It is important to be safe at the zoo. Staying with 
my adult, holding a hand, and not climbing will 
keep me safe. My safety is important to my 
family and the Rosamond Gifford Zoo. I love 
being safe!



There are many animals at the zoo. Some 
animal exhibits are inside, some animal 
exhibits are outside. I am most excited to 
see the ________!



      Zoo Boo here I come!


